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INTRODUCTION 
A p-torus is a product of cyclic groups of order p if p is an odd prime, and a product 
of circles if p is zero. In this paper we are concerned with the smooth action of a 
p-torus A on a differentiable manifold M. 
There is a classifying bundle EA + BA; let MA = EAx,M be the orbit space of the 
diagonal action of A on EAxM. The Bore1 equivariant cohomology ring of the 
A-space M is defined by the formula 
&*(M,--) = H*(EAx.M,-). 
Let M(i) be the set of points of M whose isotropy groups have rank i, let Mi be the 
set of points of M whose isotrqpy groups have rank greater than or equal to i; and 
let Fi = ker(H,*(M, Z/pZ)+H,*(M - M;, ZlpZ)). The main theorem of this paper is 
Theorem 1. If M(i) has only a finite number of components for every i, then 
(1) E/fi+I z HA*(Mcij, Z/pZ) as Z/pZ-modules 
and 
(2) W,(M, Zlpz) - Hz(M - Mi, Z/pZ) is surjective for 0 5 i I n. 
res 
As a consequence of this theorem we obtain an equation (Theorem 2) that 
expresses the Poincart series of the graded ring H,*(M, Z/pZ) in terms of the 
PoincarC series of the cohomology rings of certain subspaces of the orbit spaces 
M,;,/A. 
In case M is totally non-homologous to zero in the fibration MA + BA, we recover 
(corollary to Theorem 2) a result of Borel’s (Bl); namely, dim (I-I*(M, Z/pZ)) = 
dim (H*(MA, Z/pZ)). In addition, we obtain in this corollary equations relating the 
Euler characteristics of M and MA. 
We do not consider the case p = 2. 
51. PRELIMINARIES 
Let G be a compact Lie group. There is a classifying bundle EG+ BG for 
principal G-bundles with paracompact base. The spaces EG and BG may be assumed 
to be (paracompact) CW complexes. If G acts smoothly on a differentiable manifold 
M, define MG: = EGx,M to be the orbit space of the diagonal action on EGx M; and if 
R is a commutative ring, define the equivariant cohomology ring of the G-space M 
with coefficients in R to be &*(M, R) = H*(Mo, R). (Here, the right hand side of the 
equation is ordinary singular cohomology with coefficients in R.) Since M is a 
differentiable manifold, this definition of equivariant cohomology agrees with that of 
Bore1 [3] and Quillen [6] (they use sheaf cc;homology); so we may use some results of 
their work. 
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We will make use of the following properties. 
(a) If M = pt is a point, then Ho*(M, R) = H*(BG, R). If G is finite HG* = 
Ho*(pt, R) is classical group cohomology with coefficients in the trivial G-module R. 
If m E M is a point of M, let Cm denote the orbit of m and G, denote the isotropy 
group at m; denote the orbit space of the G-action on M by M/G. 
(b) If m E M, H*,(Gm, R) = H*(BG,,,, R). This is because Cm = G/G,, and EC/G, = 
EGx,(G/G,) is a classifying space for G,. 
(c) Consider the two maps BG + MG* M/G. Each of these maps has an asso- 
ciated spectral sequence. For the fibration MC +BG, there is the Serre spectral 
sequence 
H*(BG, {H*(M, R)})JH*(M,, R). 
For the map MG: M/G there is the Leray spectral sequence 
X*(M/G, 2’7j)+H*(M~, R). 
The cohomology on the left is sheaf cohomology with coefficients in the sheaf 
associated to the presheaf 
on M/G. The stalk of this sheaf at mcM is H*(BG,, R). 
(d) If G acts freely on M, then H*(MIG, R) = I-&*(M, R). This follows from (c). 
(e) If G acts with finite isotropy groups on M, and R is a field of characteristic 
zero, then P(M/G, R) = H*,(M, R). The Leray spectral sequence gives the isomor- 
phism because H’(BG,, R) = 0 if i > 0 (since R has characteristic zero and G, is 
finite). 
We do not denote the distinction between sheaf cohomology and singular 
cohomology in the main part of this paper (since M is a (paracompact) differentiable 
manifold the distinction only needs to be made when we are dealing with orbit spaces 
of non-free actions). 
(f) If G acts trivially on M, and R is a field, then H*(MG, R) = 
H*(BG, R) OR H*(M, R). This is the Kiinneth isomorphism for Mo = BGxM. 
Next, we define real or complex G-vector bundles over the G-space M as in 
Atiyah[ l] and Atiyah and Segal[2]. Namely, a real (or complex) G-vector bundle 
t:E- M over M consists of a G-space E and an equivariant map E - M such 
that.$:E- M is a real (or complex) vector bundle over M, and for g E G, the map on 
fibres t-‘(m)- .$-‘(gm) is a vector space map. If 5 : E - M is a G-vector bundle 
over M, then 
is a vector bundle with the same fibres as 6. 
There are “equivariant” Gysin sequences for the embedding of a closed invariant 
submanifold in a differentiable manifold. The manifold M has a smooth G-invariant 
Riemannian metric; if Y is a closed G-invariant submanifold of M, then the normal 
bundle u: N + Y is a G-vector bundle since the metric defining v is G-invariant. 
Assume that v and also vG: NG --, Y, are R-orientable vector bundles. 
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Suppose that v and uG have constant fibre dimension d over R. Then there is an 
exact equivariant Gysin sequence for the embedding Y + M: 
. * * - &I’(Y)- HG+d(M)- fgd(M- Y)-H$'(Y)-. . * . 
de res 
If res: HMM)- H*G(Y), then res * 4c is multiplication by the Euler class of VG. 
(Coefficients are in the commutative ring R.) 
To see this, we start by considering the total space D of the disk bundle associated 
to v as being smoothly and equivariantly embedded as a closed G-invariant tubular 
neighborhood of Y [4]. There is the exact sequence of the pair (Mo, (M - Y)G): 
* . * _3 Hp$l& M - Y)- HSd(M)- H$d(M - Y)- 
H p+‘(M,M- Y)-. . . . 
By eXCiSiOn of the open set UG = (M - D)o, Hk(M, M- Y) = Hk(D, D- Y) for 
every i. 
HA(Y) > Hgd(D, D - Y). 
The composition HGi( Y) __* Hgd(D, 
Euler class of vG. The Gysizsequence 
- * * __* HGI’( Y) 2 Hgd(M) 
76 J ? 
H’c’(D, D - Y) - Hgd(M, M - 
D - Y)- Hgd( Y) is multiplication by the 
res 
is: 
+ Hgd(M- Y) __* H’c”( Y)-+ . . . 
La t (76)-l 
Y) Hgd+’ (M, M - Y) - H:d+‘(D, D - Y). 
More generally, suppose that Y = U Y, is the finite disjoint union of closed 
G-invariant submanifolds Y, such that a~1 Ye has constant fibre dimension d,. Then 
there is an exact Gysin triangle of R-modules: 
HE(Y)-HHM- Y) 
where HE(-) = @ HGi(-). The composition 
iXl 
Wi(YJ- H*G(Y)- JGUW - HE( Y,) 
ki res, 
is zero if a# p and is multiplication by the Euler class of 
Here the inclusion H*G( Y,) - HE(Y) comes from the isomorphism 
HE(Y) = @HE( Y,). 
@ res, LI 
(I 
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For later use, we note that the Gysin triangle-for G = {e}, the identity group- 
implies that if any two of the three groups H*(M), H*(M - Y) or H*(Y) is finite 
dimensional over the coefficient field R, then so is the third group. 
$2. THE DECOMPOSITION OF THE NORMAL BUNDLE 
In the rest of the paper we consider smooth toral actions. So, let M be a 
differentiable manifold on which a p-torus A (p is zero, or an odd prime) acts 
smoothly. Assume that it4 has a smooth A-invariant Riemannian metric. 
Let B be a nontrivial subtorus of A, and let Y be a smooth closed A-invariant 
submanifold of M on which B acts trivially. If Y: N - Y is the normal bundle to Y, 
the subtorus B acts by restriction on N. This B-action is an automorphism on each 
fibre of v since B acts trivially on Y. Throughout this section we assume that the 
actions of B on the fibres of Y have no nonzero fixed vectors. Let C = A/B, and fix 
once and for all an isomorphism A = BxC. The p-torus C acts by restriction on N and 
Y making v into a C-vector bundle. 
Proposition 1 gives a decomposition of the normal bundle corresponding to the 
irreducible nontrivial real characters of B. Under “constant codimension” assump- 
tions on Y, we then get a factorization of the Euler class of vA (Proposition 2). 
Finally, we show that this Euler class acts as a non-zero-divisor on H$(Y) 
(Propositions 4 and 5). 
The irreducible nontrivial complex characters of B are one-dimensional and occur 
in conjugate pairs: {xi, xi}. Since p f 2, the nontrivial irreducible real characters of B 
are two-dimensional: they are {xi + fji). Given the list {xi, fji) of irreducible complex 
characters, xi + zj is the character associated to the real representation 
pi: B -GL(Vi) given by (here, Vi = R'): 
pj(b)(x, y) = xj(b)(x + iy) = Re XAb) Im Xdb) x 
-Imxj(b) Re xi(b) 1 [I Y ’ 
The real vector space Vj has a natural complex structure inducing a complex 
structure on the real B-vector bundle Y x Vi - Y (the action of B is given by pj on 
vj>- 
yi 
PROPOSITION 1. (Atiyah[l]). Let Y be a smooth closed A-invariant submanifold of 
M on which B acts trivially, with normal bundle v: N - Y. 
Then 
(u) Ej = HomB (n, V) = (Horn (n v)))' is u real vector bundle over Y. There is an 
action of C on the total space of l j making it into a C-vector bundle. Also, the vector 
bundle l j has a complex structure. 
(b) The vector bundle ri @e Ej has a complex structure and an A-action making it 
into an A-vector bundle over Y. 
(c) If the actions of B on the jibres of v have no nontrivial fixed vectors, then 
v = X yi @c Ej as A-bundles. Thus, v has a complex structure. 
iroof. (a) and (b) are fairly clear; we sketch a proof of (c). There is a natural map 
X Yj(X) @c HomB (n(x), v(X)) - v(x) 
j 
for x E Y. This map is an isomorphism because 
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(1) there are no nonzero fixed vectors in the B-action on V(X), so that V(X) = 
C nj(x) Vi as B-vector spaces. (The nonnegative integers nj(x) are constant on the 
i-orbit (=C-orbit) of a component of Y.) 
and 
(2) by Schur’s lemma, HomB (Vi, V,) 7 
0 j#k 
RZ = C j = k' 
Now, follow Atiyah[l] to show that v = Z ‘yi ac Ej as B-vector bundles. Using the 
isomorphism A = BxC, it is easy to see that the isomorphism is A-equivariant too. 
Now, for each subtorus B of A, the fixed point set MB is a smooth closed 
submanifold of M [4]. The fixed point set MB is A-invariant since B is normal in A. 
Proposition 1 has two immediate corollaries that we use later on in 03. 
COROLLARY 1. For each subtorus B of A, the normal bundle v: N __* MB has a 
complex structure. 
COROLLARY 2. (a) Every component of MB has even codimension in M, and (b) v is 
an R-orientable vector bundle for any commutative ring R. 
We now look at some Euler classes. Fix a field k of characteristic p and consider 
cohomology with coefficients in k. 
First, suppose that A acts transitively on the set of components of Y. Then each 
subbundle rj @ Ej in the decomposition Y = IX yj ac Ej has constant fibre dimension Sj 
i 
over Y. So Y has constant fibre dimension d = 2 Z Sj over R. 
i 
PROPOSITION 2. Suppose A acts transitively on the set of components of Y, and 
the sj’s are as above. Let ej E H?j( Y, k) be the top Chem class of the bundle 
(n oc l j)A. If e E Ha”< Y, k) is the top Chern class of v,& then e = F ei. 
Proof: Since v = z Yj @C Ej, We have VA 
i 
= 2 (yj oc 6j)Ae The result follows from the 
i 
sum formula for Chern classes. 
Note that for any A-space W (no smoothness restrictions) on which B acts 
trivially, that there is a Kiinneth isomorphism 
(*I HX( W k) = HHpt, k) O,c H*xw, k). 
To see this, suppose EB, EC are total spaces of classifying bundles for B, C 
respectively. The EB xEC is the total space of a classifying bundle for A. Since there is a 
homeomorphism 
EB/Bx(ECx.W) 7 (EBXEC)XAW 
the isomorphism (*) is a consequence of the ordinary Kiinneth isomorphism. 
PROPOSITION 3. Suppose A acts transitively on the set of components of Y and the 
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sj's and ej’s are as in Proposition 2. Then, using the Kunneth isomorphism c*>, 
ej = C c,(R)’ @ c,,_, ((ej)c) for each j, where 
r=O 
cSi-, ((ej)c) is the (sj - r)-th Chern class of (Ej)c and c,(Tj) is the first Chern class of 
~j: EBxaVi---,EB/B. (here, B acts Vi via the character x~) 
Proof. Let prl and pr2 be the projections EBIB -EB/Bx Yc- 
P*l 
Yc. Under the 
Pl? 
homeomorphism h : EBIB X Yc - YA, the vector bundle (n&~~)~ over YA cor- 
responds to the vector bundle prT($)@cprT((@c) over EBIB x Yc (compare fibres). 
Since yj is a complex line bundle, the proposition follows from the well known. 
LEMMA. If 5: E- X is an r-dimensional complex vector bundle over X and 
y: L- X is a line bundle, then the top Chern class c,(y @ 5) E H*‘(X, k) of y @ 5 
equals 
where c,_i(t) E H2(‘-i) (X, k) is the (r - i)th Chern class of ,$’ and c,(y) is the first Chern 
class of y. 
Proof. We may use the splitting principle to reduce to the case where 5 is a direct 
sum of line bundles. The result follows from a straightforward calculation, using the 
fact that c,(y, @ y2) = c,(y,) + c,(y& if yI, y2 are line bundles (see, e.g. [5]). 
PROPOSITION 4. If A acts transitively on the set of components of Y, then the Euler 
class e of the bundle VA is a non-zero-divisor on H$( Y, k). 
Proof. Proposition 2 shows that e = II ei. We show that each ej is a non-zero- 
divisor on Hs( Y, k). Let m = rank(B). Fix an index j. If p is odd, we may regard 
Hs(pt, k) = H% as the tensor product over k of a polynomial algebra on C,(Tj) and 
m - 1 other polynomial generators, and an exterior algebra on m generators of degree 
one. If p is zero, Hz is a polynomial algebra on C,(Tj) and m - 1 other polynomial 
generators of degree two. We write this as 
H*,= 
I 
k[c,(jj), * * . 1% A P odd 
k[c,(jj), . * 1 p=o - 
The Ktinneth isomorphism (*) gives Hz( Y, k) = H$( Y, k) ae H$ 
Proposition 3 shows that ej is a manic polynomial in c,(Tj), therefore it cannot be a 
zero divisor in 
HH Y, k) @k k[ cl T/i>, . . . ] @k A 
HX(y’k)Z( H*c(Y,k)O,k[c,(~j),...] 
p odd 
p=o . 
We generalize Proposition 4 by weakening the hypothesis of a transitive A-action 
on the set of components of Y. 
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PROPOSITION 5. Suppose Y has constant codimension d in M, and has only a finite 
number of components. Then e, the Euler class of VA: NAw YA, is a non-zero- 
divisor on Hz( Y, k). 
Proof: We write Y = U Y, as the finite disjoint union of A-invariant closed 
submanifolds Y, such that i acts transitively on the set of components of each Y,. 
Then the following diagram commutes, where e is the Euler class of vA((y,), = (vly=)A: 
HAi( Y, k)“--, @ f&,‘( Y,, k)m- @ HCd( Y,, k) 6 Hgd( Y, k). 
,, = 01 (I * 
Since each e, is a non-zero-divisor on H$( Y,, k) by Proposition 4, X e, is a non-zero- 
divisor on @ Hz( Y,, k); so e is a non-zero-divisor on Hl( Y, k). 
(I 
63. A FILTRATION ON Hz(M) 
Let A and M be as in P3. Suppose n = rank (A) and r = dim (M). The cohomology 
. groups in this section have coefficients in a field k of characteristic p (p is zero, or an 
odd prime). In this section we define a filtration on H%(M); in Theorem 1, we 
identify the successive quotients of this filtration. 
For each point m E M, define an integer rk m as follows. Let A,,, = 
{a E Alam = m} be the isotropy group at m. If (A,), denotes the connected com- 
ponent of the identity in A,,,, define 
rkm = 
rank (A,,,) p odd 
rank ((A,,,),,) p = 0 * 
M=MorM,rM2r ..a rM,rM,,+,=B 
is a decreasing filtration of M by A-invariant subsets. 
Now, each Mi is closed in M since any m E M has an open neighborhood U such 
that for each x E V, A, is a subgroup of A,,, (see, e.g., [4]). Thus if rk m < i, then 
rkx < i for x E U. SO Mi is closed. 
So we have an increasing filtration of M by 
BsM-M,ZG .a. IM-M,sM. 
Let M(i) = {m E Mjrk m = i} for each i such 
Mi - Mi+, Z M - M;+,. Let S = {(A,)olm E M}. 
open A-invariant submanifolds: 
that 0 ZZ i 5 n. We have MC, = 
PROPOSITION 6. Suppose that S is finite. Then for each i such that 0 5 i zz n, MC, is a 
smooth closed A-invariant submanifold of M - Mi+,. 
Proof. We need only show that MC, is a submanifold of M - Mi+l. Let 
p odd 
p = 0. 
The set S; is finite for each i. It is not hard to see that MCi, = U (M - Mi+l)B, and that 
BES, 
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this union is disjoint. Thus M(i) is a submanifold of M - Mi+, (since the fixed point set 
of a smooth action of a compact Lie group on a differentiable manifold is a 
submanifold). n 
Define an increasing filtration on H*,(M) = e0 H,‘(M) by 
E = ker (Hz(M) + HX(M - Mi)). 
From now on we assume that the set S = {(A&,/m E M} 
for 0 I i 5 n, be defined as in Proposition 6. 
is finite. Let the sets Si, 
THEOREM 1. If Maim has only a finite number of components for every i, then 
and 
(1) F,/fi+, = H*,(Mci,) as k-modules 
(2) HZ(M)- H*A(M - Mi) is surjective for 0 22 
res 
Proof. There is an exact Gysin triangle for each i such that 0 
HX(M - Mi+l) 
H*,(M(i)) t H*,(M - Mi)* 
We will show that @A is injective. Given this, there are short exact sequences of 
k-modules 
for 0 5 i d n. Since H*A(M - Mi+I) - H*,(M - Mi) is surjective for each i, by in- 
duction we see that Hz(M) = Hz(M - i&+,) - H*,(M - Mi) is surjective, yielding 
part (2) of the theorem. Part (1) of the theorem follows in view of the following 
commutative diagram of exact sequences for 0 s i 5 n: 
0 0 
J i 
O- F,+l - Fi - F)/Fi+, - 0 
L i 
H*,(M) = HZ(M) 
4 L 
O----* H*,(Mc$ - H3(M - Mi+I) - H*,(M - Ml) + 0 
i i 
0 0. 
The so-called “snake” lemma yields the isomorphism. 
So, it remains to show that @A is injective. We-Use the results of $3. 
For each d such that 0 I d 5 r, let Y. d be the union of the components of IIf(i) of 
codimension d in M - Mi+l. The set Yi,d is a closed A-invariant submanifold of 
M - Mi+l. 
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For each B E S,, let 
Y&d = Yi. d fl (M - M+JR. 
Then 
(a) YR. (I is a closed A-invariant (smooth) submanifold of M - Mi+\, 
(b) I3 acts trivially on YB,d, 
(c) since YH.d is a submanifold of (M - M,+,)LI, the normal bundle to Ys.d in M - Mi+, 
has no nonzero fixed vectors under the action of B (Corollary I), 
(d) YB,d has a finite number of components, each of which has codimension d in 
M - M;,,. 
We have verified the hypotheses of Proposition 5 of 83, and may conclude that 
eB,d, the Euler class of the embedding Y8.,- M - Mi+,, is a non-zero-divisor on 
H*,( YB. d). 
We also have 
(e) M(i) = U ; YB.~ 
BES, d=O 
and this union is disjoint. 
Using this decomposition of M(i), we see that the composition 
0 6 H%(y~,c,) 
BE.!?, d=O 
J 
HZ yB’. d.) 
is multiplication by eB, d if (B, d) = (B’, d); and is zero if (B, d) = (B’, d’). Thus @‘A is 
injective. 
For identify H:(M,,,) with @ &I H~(YB.~). Then 
BES, d=O 
(resO@‘4)(C YB.d)’ ((B~d,resB’.&)O@A)(~dyB.d) 
B. d 
= tresB’. d’ 0 @A) (2 YB. d) = & eB. d YB. d. 
8’. d' B. d 
since mukipkation by eB.d is injective, 1 eB, dye. d = 0 if and only if each ya. d is 
8. d
zero. Therefore res 0 @.4 is injective, so @‘A is injective. 0 
The k-Poincare series of 
in each dimension is defined 
64. POINCARk SERIES 
a graded k-module H* = @ H’ that is finitely generated 
iZ0 
as 
P.S. H* = c (dimk H’)t’. 
iB0 
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If H*(M) is finite dimensional over k, then H*,(M) is finitely generated as a ring 
over k(E, V) so the Poincare series of H*,(M) is defined (here M and A are as in 03). 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that H*(M) is finite dimensional over k. Using the hypotheses 
and notation of Theorem 1 we have 
P.S. H*,(M) = rany 2 “‘kM td/(l - tc)i P.S. H*( YBTd/A) 
i=O BESi d=O 
where 
Proof. For each i such that 0 I i 5 n, there is a short exact sequence 
dim M 
o-2s; zo 
H*A(YB, d)--* H*A(M - Mi+l)--* H*,(M - Ml) ---*O 
using Theorem 1. The Gysin map aA raises degree by d on the summand H2( Y&. 
Basic properties of PoincarC series and the short exact sequences above yield 
(**) P.S. H*A(M) = ray) c dikM td P.S. H$( Y&. 
i=O BcSi d=O 
To prove the theorem, we need to calculate P.S. H%( YB, d) (which is defined in view of 
equation (**)) for a fixed B E Si and d such that 0 5 d 5 dim M. 
For a fixed pair (B, d), Ye,d is an A-invariant space on which the p-torus B of rank 
i acts trivially. Write A = B x C, where C is a p-torus of rank n - i. By the 
Kunneth formula (eqn (*) of §3), H%Yad) = H%Ya,,) Ok HI& If p is odd, C acts 
freely on Y,,,. If p = 0, C acts with finite isotropy groups on Ya, d. Thus by (1.d) and 
(1.e) of $1 we have that 
H*tYB,,/C) = Ht%Y,,,). 
Since B acts trivially on Yad, Ys.,JC = Y8,dlA. 
so H*A(Ye,,j) = H*(YB,,/A)@,H*B. 
Since 
P.S. Hg = &, where E = 
1 podd 
2 p=o 
(this follows from the structure of Hz; see proof of Proposition 4), 
1 - P.S. H*A( Ys. d) = (1 _ ,,), P.S. H*( YB. d/A). 
The theorem follows. 
COROLLARY. With the hypotheses of the Theorem, 
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‘I u! p?luoulClod e s! ($)b alaqm 
‘(l)b(.l - I) + (V/p’BA)*H ‘S’d pl x ‘: = (W&H ‘S’d ,(,I - I) (wit) 
1q1 
SMOqS Z ura3oaqL ‘1 < j JOJ @ = !s pue ‘(~tj ~0 z hsllo~o3) ppo p JOJ fl = p‘gx axus 
(‘A18110103 s!q) JO Joold aql %U!MO[[OJ 
El.ULUaI aql U! S!IJl MOqS aA) *I DA0 IWO!SUXU!p al!UlJ a.ITZ (v/P”JA)*H PUE (p’gA)*H 
ieqi auxnsstz ‘m uup 5 p 5 0 leqi qms p qma PUB ‘!s 3 8 q3ea ‘! qma 10~ *joodd 
‘0 = d (v,,~)x “f $ = (jjJ);H ‘S’d ,(1 + I) ‘;Ii; (3) 
‘S3fl 
0 = d (V/,j&H ‘“!p x + = (jlI)$H ‘S’d ,(J - I) ‘&I (‘I) 
‘S3tl 
‘PPO d (V/aJ4&.H ""!P g = (Nl)$H S’d ,(I - I) &i (e) 
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homologous to zero in the jibration III,.,- BA, then 
(1) dimk H*(M) = diml H*(M.‘) (Bore1 [3]) 
(2) X(M) = x(M,? +; x(4,-,,) + . . . + 5 X~MO,) 
if p is Odd. 
(3) X(M) = XW”) if p is zero. 
Proof. The hypothesis that M is totally non-homologous to zero .in Mq --+ BA 
implies that H*,(M) 2: H*(M) Ok H*,. so 
P.S. H*,(M) = (l _$)” -P.S. H*(M), where E = lpodd 2p=O’ 
Therefore Theorem 2 implies that (n = rank A) 
( ****) P.S. H*(M) = 2 c dikM td(l - tr)n-i P.S. H*( YB,d/A). 
1=0 BES, d=O 
Since P.S. H*(M) f 0, we must have MA* 0 (as in Bore1 (Bl)). 
Evaluating (**** ) at t = 1, we get dimk (H*(M)) = dimk(H*(MA)). 
If p is odd, E = 1. So evaluating (**** ) at t = - 1, we have x(M) = 
x(MA) + 2x(W-,,/A) + . . . + 2”x(M,,,/A). Each Mcil/A is the finite disjoint union 
U U y,.,/(A/B); 
BES, d 
since each p-torus A/B of rank n - i acts freely on YB.d, 
X( YE. &A/B)) = & x( YB. d), 
n I 
so 
1 
X(MiJA) = p”-’ x(M,~,). 
Equation (2) follows. 
For eqn (3), evaluate (**** )at t= -1,andnotethatE=2ifp=O. 
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